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Honing reborn
Honing no longer requires the specialist operator skill that it once demanded and
Martin Elliott of Delapena explains how the latest electronically-controlled machines
have given birth to a much wider future for honing:
Anyone that has been in industry for a while is
likely to associate honing with a skilled,
manual process, usually done by an engineer
with special expertise. Beyond these
experienced ‘masters’, there have been
relatively few willing to embrace the process,
put off by the level of dexterous skill
traditionally required for the traditional honing
methodology. The level of skill may have
been one deterrent, plus the speed of
process meant that it was historically
reserved just for producing a surface finish,
specific geometry and specific tolerance, not
for stock removal or finer finishing. So the
perception may have been of an ‘art’ with
restricted application.
Whilst historically this belief may have been
justified, in recent years honing has been
transformed into a reliable, precise and
repeatable process with far greater stock
removal capability. The technology once
restricted to the highest end machines and
used only by the largest OEMs has cascaded
and become available and accessible to a
mass market. New honing machines now
bring affordable computer controlled
efficiency and precision to a much wider
audience. Conversational programming
eases set up and a deskilled operation
improves not only safety, but also the rapidity
of the process. In fact honing is now suitable
in a production line, in-cycle or in-process,
which offers significant efficiency savings and

an impressive return on investment. With
improved process and speed of material
removal, honing should now be considered
for grinding as well as lapping – potentially
one efficient process rather than the expense
of two or even three!
Honing’s history
Many workshops will be able to describe a
specific engineer that did all the honing; a
mature chap that carefully controlled the part
by hand, guiding it by eye and judging it by
touch. Often a time consuming and messy
business, cloaked in mystery, easy to get
wrong and challenging to perfect, honing was
left to the expert, and in some workshops
that’s still the case.
However, like many ‘arts’, honing has been
put at risk by a skills gap in the engineering
market. Those with greatest expertise and
experience have been leaving the industry
and there is a lack of highly trained manual
machine operators ready to replace them.
This introduces risk for businesses as the gap
in available skills reduces available options
and threatens to drive costs up on specific
projects.
Some have turned to CNC machines to
attempt to negate the honing process and
this uses the considerable capability of CNC
to develop what should be an accurate
process. Whilst at times this can be effective
on somewhat open tolerances, it cannot

achieve the micron tolerances that the latest
honing machines can. Plus this is a costly
approach, which commits high capital value
machinery to a relatively simple process; it
works, but it’s expensive and it means that
major equipment is unnecessarily employed
to do what can now be achieved much more
effectively at much lower cost.
Good news then that the honing process is
being deskilled by the latest specialist
electronic machines. Whilst these automatic
or semi-automatic machines keep all of the
precision, they improve repeatability and
allow unskilled operatives to fill a gap left by
the retiring masters, aided by computer
control and a programmable process.
Innovation in honing
The new breed of honing machines is set up
by conversational programming via touchscreen, or uploaded programmes via USB.
This requires process engineering ability and
is the one part of the approach that requires
skill. Once programmed, the machine moves
to exact input values rather than being
physically adjusted, so the variance
introduced by the human factor is gone.
Operation becomes a simple, clean, deskilled
and hands-free process, with workers
protected by the improved safety features of
sensor-controlled, failsafe, interlocking
guards, which only allow operation once
securely closed.
Computer-controlled machines afford
exact adjustment and precisely control the
rate of material removal and rate of
expansion. Together with an efficient
process, this can make for considerable time
savings. Not just rapid in operation, today’s
honing machines also provide for slick
changeovers between batches, thanks to
quick-change tooling.
With digital control, machines can now be
remotely accessed for diagnosis, which
makes maintenance efficient and costeffective. It also allows for rapid support, no
matter where in the world the machine is sited
– internet connection is the only requirement.
Multiple applications
Honing is a good way to remove material, to
replace internal grinding and to create tight
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geometry and an exact surface finish, all to a
consistent standard. Use of the process is
entirely application driven and new
applications appear every day. From obvious
uses in hydraulics to something more
obscure such as honing glass tubes for
precision dosing syringes, or producing a
tapered choke in the barrel of a sporting rifle.
Honing is particularly appropriate for working
with harder materials but can be used for
stock of every hardness, including ferrous
and non-ferrous metals, ceramics, glass,
plastics and molybdenim.
Machines have been developed
specifically for purpose to embrace
developing applications. One example is in
the manufacture of high precision sporting
rifles, with barrels that require not only high
accuracy to within a micron, but also taper
honing to form a choke in the barrel.
Machines like CalibreHone enable rifle
manufacturers to make significant efficiency
savings in production and the accuracy of
electronic control ensures repeatable
precision.
Expertise on hand
Not only do the latest machines make honing
accessible, but so too does the level of expert
support now available. Those that have never
used the process before can benefit from
assistance with tooling, fixtures, training and
process engineering, whereby the process
can be developed or optimised and the
necessary programming designed to meet
that need. Expert guidance is available to
correctly match the cutting properties of the
abrasive with the material being honed; the
remaining ‘art’ that can significantly impact
the success achieved.
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A wide range of horizontal, vertical and
heavy tooling is now available to support the
latest honing machines, which supports a
broad range of existing applications. Beyond
this scope, special tooling can also be
developed specifically to suit a new
component or process, affording almost
limitless potential. Intelligent design of fixtures
supports the practical operation and can lead
to improved results and faster cycle times.
If ever there was a right time to consider
honing it’s now, for a whole host of reasons,
not least of which are the measurable
advantages, the potential time savings, cost
savings, efficiency savings and return on
investment from using this process to
transform a production line. As a recent
example, consider the improvement in cycle
time that took a batch of 300 parts from 25
hours manual honing down to just 45 minutes
on the right machine with right tooling, fixtures
and process - an exciting but not uncommon
case of honing transformation.
Encouragement into the market
If significant capital investment, scarcity of
specialist skill or lack of space were factors
for driving honing into a widely outsourced
process, the smallest of the new breed of
machines may give many a reason to
reconsider their beliefs about honing.
Machines like the new SpeedHone EAS are
ideal for one off and batch production work
and with a compact footprint and flexibility in
application, they open the door to honing as
an in-house operation. They also allow honing
to be placed back within a production
process.
Combating historic underuse, these
electronically-controlled honing machines
open the process to a much wider potential
market. No longer the preserve of the
workshop for outsourced parts, honing can
now be employed in-process, bringing
control in-house and affording numerous
efficiency savings. Work in progress can be
reduced and the need to ship parts in and out
can be removed, whilst running multiple
operations simultaneously on a number of
machines becomes possible.
Whoops!!
Apologies to Delapena for the error in our
June 2014 issue which allowed historic
machine photographs to be printed instead of
the company’s latest range of electronicallycontrolled machines. We would like to
apologise to readers for this publishing error
and suggest that the correct images can be
viewed on the digital issue of the magazine at

http://www.rbpublishing.co.uk/grindsurf/3dm
ags/gsfjun2014.html
Part of Delapena Group, Delapena Honing
Equipment is an innovator in the design and
manufacture of high precision honing
machines. The company has an impressive
heritage that spans over 85 years and its
name is used as a verb in the engineering
world. Today the company is recognised as a
master in the honing market, operating
internationally to offer complete honing
solutions that include not only a range of
technically advanced machines, but also the
tooling, fixtures, abrasives and other
consumables that optimise their
performance. From manually operated
honing machines to fully automated systems
with Siemens electronic controls, Delapena
offers a machine to meet every honing need
and its customers rely upon its expertise to
optimise their process and surpass their
objectives.
Delapena Honing is based in Cheltenham,
Gloucestershire and employs 38 staff. It has
18 distributors and agents around the world
and a strategic partnership with Wendt India,
a member of the Murugappan Group.
Delapena Honing Equipment Ltd
Tel: 01242 516341
Email: sales@delapena.co.uk
www.delapena.co.uk

